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Personalization
A MEANS TO AN END

Personalization is arguably the most 
important priority for marketers. 
Billions of dollars are being spent each 
year on personalizing the customer 
experience. Why the frenzy?

By itself, personalization lacks context; 
it is merely a means to an end. Building 
Customer Lifetime Value by acquiring, 
converting and retaining customers 
is the base objective. Personalizing 
the ‘conversation’ between brand 
and shopper will elicit more positive 
engagement and has been proven to 
drive more sales.



Forrester Validation
CONSUMER GOODS & RETAIL INDUSTRIES

Personalized promotions are a key performance driver 



Personalization Gap
END-TO-END CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
 
Most shoppers (85%) actually prefer personalized incentives2 yet the vast majority of incentives are generic, one-size-
fits-all coupon offers that are randomly redeemed. Failing to identify the shopper eliminates the possibility of catering 
to their distinct wants and needs. It also imperils the personalization activity that occurs before and following the 
conversion cycle.

Sources: 1) Adobe 2014, 2) Synquera 2014



1960’s Today

Most Marketers (90%) still depend on mass-market promotional incentives, and collectively 
spend over $1.5 billion annually distributing generic coupons. Overlooked are the extremely low 
redemption rates1 for traditional (less than 1%) and digital (less than 8%) free-standing-inserts.

Impersonal Remnant
EXTREMELY LOW REDEMTION RATES

“Any customer can have a car painted any color that he wants so long as it is black” - Henry Ford



 

 

Sources: 1) ItsLoyalty 2014 , 2)  Colloquy, 2014

Personalized offers are commonly distributed in retailer loyalty 
programs. Most programs rely only on the card’s transaction 
data for decision making. On average, only 10% of shoppers are 
members of the loyalty program where they most often shop, what 
about the other 90% of customers?

With +1000 programs1, 29 memberships1 per household and 58% 
of members inactive2, it is a risky proposition to drive promotional 
objectives with an over-reliance on retailer-specific loyalty cards. 

Massive Proliferation
+1000 LOYALTY PROGRAMS 

“I keep all my ‘loyalty’ cards on a separate keyring, so the one I carry regularly isn’t too heavy” - Shopper



Massive Proliferation
+1000 LOYALTY PROGRAMS 
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SmartOffers®

Purchase Driven Measurement & Attribution

RevTrax’s cross-channel incentive technology 
platform is appropriately named SmartOffers®. It 
is uniquely designed to enhance customer lifetime 
value by helping marketers acquire, engage and 
retain customers. It does this by personalizing 
digital incentives for individual shoppers along the 
path-to-purchase. Only RevTrax can personalize 
and optimize the individual customer experience 
within the purchase funnel.



 

SmartOffers® are online-to-offline promotional incentives, personalized for 
individual shoppers. A SmartOffer can be served on any digital channel including 
paid media, owned media, email and search. Post redemption, the purchase 
transaction can be attributed both to the shopper and their digital path-to-
purchase in the conversion funnel. Shopper digital engagement and redemption 
data is then integrated with CRM and Social platforms for further relationship 
building activities.

 

SmartOffers®

25% - 40% REDEMPTION RATE



Each SmartOffer is powered by RevTrax’s proprietary rules engine, guided by 
a master program of predefined business criteria. Virtually all shopper-relat-
ed data sources, both online and offline, can be ingested to drive real-time 
decision making. Shoppers receive a dynamically versioned promotional offer 
based on their personal profile and business criteria.

SmartOffers®

PERSONALIZED DIGITAL PROMOTIONS



 
SmartOffers® are uniquely aligned with your core brand objectives, insuring the shopper 
is served the right promotional incentive that not only satisfies their wants/needs but also 
matches the brand strategy.

Strategic Alignment
SATISFIED SHOPPERS & MARKETERS



 

SmartOffers® powers the most versatile and enjoyable brand-centric customer 
experience. Best-in-class technology is irrelevant if the shopper is dissatisfied. After 
all, it is all about engaging the customer, developing personal relationships and 
building long-term customer value. 

A SmartOffers platform is ‘owned’ by the marketer. It is not a costly, short-lived 
media-driven buy. Importantly, marketers have full access to all online and 
offline engagement data to better optimize promotion, CRM and social advocacy 
programs.

SmartOffers shopper-inspired portal accommodates both single and multiple 
brand executions. Visit Kimberley Clark’s Pick-Up-The-Values coupon portal at 
(www.putv.com) to view a real, in-market application.

Brand-Centric Customer Experience
POWERED BY SMARTOFFERS®



SmartOffers®  

Shopper Friendly Portal



SMARTOFFERS® PLATFORM
The Problem

”Mass market” is a marginalized strategic approach disconnected with growing shopper demands for more personalization. So why are most 

coupon offers one-size-fits-all?

The Solution

SmartOffers is RevTrax’s versatile digital incentive technology platform. At it’s core, it delivers personalized coupon offers that can be tracked 

and attributed to individual shoppers. More broadly, SmartOffers online-to offline solutions can be used tactically to quickly drive 

short-term sales or used strategically to build long-term customer value. Common uses cases include; generating trial, encouraging 

switching and building loyalty.



 

SmartOffers® solution features unique, cross-channel marketing technology that can significantly improve campaign 
performance. RevTrax Customer Success Specialists work closely with client partners to fully-leverage all SmartOffers 
features. Daily progress can be tracked via a user-friendly interface while a complete performance assessment is 
delivered post-campaign.

Advanced A/B testing methodology that quickly identifies the most compelling coupon offer 

amongst a portfolio of alternative, then redirects qualified shopper traffic to the ideal offer.
Auto Optimizer™

Sleek, iFramed destination portal designed to dramatically enhance the shopping experience, 

including brand-centric creativity, cross brand merchandising, and dynamic offer tracking.
NextGen Portal™

Patented suite of advanced security, validation, and protection features that seamlessly integrates 

into destination websites, mitigating fraud, controlling redemptions, and managing budgets.
PromoVault®

Friendly coupon sharing tool that interfaces with the most popular social applications, allowing 

brand advocates to share coupon offers. OpenShare Rewards facilitates delivery of special offers 

for brand advocates who demonstrate strong brand affinity.

OpenShare®

Detects the shopper’s device then automatically formats the offer format for desktop, mobile or 

tablet device, contributing to a more enjoyable shopper experience.
SmartLinks®

Versatile, automated tool that delivers bonus offers to priority target segments from rewarding 

loyal customers and social advocates to driving product trial and building purchase continuity.
Bonus Coupons™

Product Features
MAXIMIZE CAMPAIGN PERFORMANCE



 

 

SmartClips is the latest feature addition to the SmartOffers® incentive technology platform. SmartClips allows 
shoppers to easily ‘clip’ your digital coupons and add them directly to their loyalty card. At the point-of-sale, either 
online or offline, the value of the coupon is automatically deducted from the original purchase price. A SmartClips 
option can be seamlessly added to any iframe SmartOffers solution, including branded websites and coupon portals.  

 

New SmartOffers® Feature
SMARTCLIPS LOAD2CARD 

Serve offers directly to shoppers on loyalty card programs



Perhaps SmartOffers® is the ideal solution for your 
business? Learn more about SmartOffers unique cross 
channel marketing technology and robust portfolio of 
product features.  
 
Contact a friendly RevTrax subject matter expert via  
sales@revtrax.com or call 1-866-996-TRAX (8729).

The Right Fit?


